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ALBERTO ZILOCCHI    
        (1951) 

(Bergamo 1931 – 1991), ha frequentato l’Avanguardia artistica di Milano a partire dalla 

metà degli anni ’50. 

Ha conosciuto Lucio Fontana – con il quale ha anche esposto nel 1959 alla Galleria della 

Torre di Bergamo - Enrico Castellani, Agostino Bonalumi e soprattutto Piero Manzoni. 

Con Piero Manzoni ha firmato il Manifesto del Bar Jamaica nel 1957 insieme con altri 

frequentatori di quel famoso punto d’incontro artistico-culturale milanese, tra i quali Guido 

Biasi, Angelo Verga, Ettore Sordini, ed ha partecipato alla seconda mostra alla Galleria 

Azimut di Milano, dal 22 dicembre al 3 gennaio 1960, insieme con lo stesso Manzoni e 

con Anceschi, Boriani, Castellani, Colombo, Dadamaino, De Vecchi, Mari e Massironi.  
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          (1951) 

(Bergamo 1931-1991), he attended the artistic Avant-garde of Milan starting from the mid 

50s. 

He met Lucio Fontana – with whom he also exhibited in 1959 at the Torre Gallery of 

Bergamo - Enrico Castellani, Agostino Bonalumi and above all Piero Manzoni. 
With Piero Manzoni he signed the the Manifesto of the Jamaica Bar in 1957 along with 

other visitors of that famous Milanese cultural meeting point, including Guido Biasi, Angelo 

Verga, Ettore Sordini, and he participated in the first exhibition at the Azimut Gallery in 
Milan, from 22 December to 3 January 1960, together with the same Manzoni along with 

Anceschi, Boriani, Castellani, Colombo, Dadamaino, De Vecchi, Mari and Massironi.  
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Grazie anche alle sue frequenti esposizioni in tutta Europa, l’evoluzione artistica di Alberto 

Zilocchi lo porta negli anni ’80 ad abbracciare il Movimento Nord Europeo dell’Arte 

Concettuale Costruttivista Concreta, divenendo membro attivo del Centro 

Internazionale di Studi d’Arte Costruttiva. Zilocchi infatti dichiara in quegli anni che: “… 

Il mio interesse in questo momento è puntato maggiormente sul campo abbastanza vago 

tra Arte Concreta e Concettuale, dove il procedimento creativo è almeno altrettanto 

importante quanto il risultato estetico finale…”. 

Ancora nella citata recensione della collezione Ghiringhelli “… l’abbraccio al Movimento 

Concreto costituisce la chiave di lettura della produzione più recente della vita artistica di 

Zilocchi dopo i Rilievi, quando prendendo le mosse da una rigida struttura geometrica, 

introduce nello schema elementi di variazione affidati al caso in un contrappunto tra regole 

e disordine in cui la serialità rappresenta un modo di evidenziare lo scarto dalle regole e le 

sue conseguenze sul campo visivo.  

Le maglie con cui Zilocchi costruisce i suoi reticoli seguono infatti principi ordinatori 

costanti, ma la loro frequenza è legata ad un limitato numero di scelte casuali.  

In alcuni casi il segno è ingrandito quasi si trattasse del particolare di un’altra opera, in altri 

si fa più sottile, quasi un retino topografico che a sua volta crea un’altra immagine (a 

macchia ) …”. 

 

  

 
Linee, 1982, pennino Graphos Rotring e inchiostro su tela ad acrilico bianco applicata su tavola,  

cm. 30x30 ciascuna 

L’attività artistica di Alberto Zilocchi con estensione in vari campi, come quello della 

scenografia per il Teatro Donizetti di Bergamo nei primi anni ’60, lo ha visto protagonista in 

oltre 100 mostre personali e collettive in Italia e in gran parte nel Nord Europa tra il 1957 e 

il 1990.  
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Avvicinatosi verso la fine degli anni ’60 anche alle Avanguardie del Gruppo Zero di 

Dusseldorf, Alberto Zilocchi nei primi anni ’70 inizia a realizzare dei Rilievi, opere 

caratterizzate da parti sollevate sulla loro superficie, tutte di un rigoroso ed esclusivo 

colore bianco acrilico opaco, su supporti lignei molto spesso quadrati come opere singole, 

oppure concepiti in serie, dando vita ad una rappresentazione tridimensionale dello spazio 

formato da linee sollevate che formano luci ed ombre, linee che Zilocchi talvolta definiva 

tagli. 

Secondo il critico Umbro Apollonio: “Zilocchi rende efficaci determinate relazioni e lo fa 

con radicale essenzialità. I piani rilevati, con appena un filo d’ombra, non intaccano la 

superficie di fondo, ma la esaltano per darvi proprio questo significato di spazio aperto e 

quieto, dove i movimenti sono talmente delicati da restare quasi impercettibili. Ed è proprio 

in tale impulso, tra colto ed intellettuale, che si formula la situazione strutturale di Zilocchi”. 

Come riportato nel catalogo del 1991 della collezione Maria Cernuschi Ghiringhelli 

presso il Museo d’Arte Contemporanea Villa Croce di Genova, “Zilocchi, a differenza di 

altri artisti con cui condivide la ricerca su superfici monocrome estroflesse, come Bonalumi 

e Simeti, non realizza i suoi Rilievi sulla base dell’iterazione seriale di un modulo, ma sulla 

base di uno schema grafico in cui le variazioni del segni, diversamente inclinati rispetto ad 

un asse centrale verticale, costituiscono altrettante funzioni variabili della misurazione 

della superficie”. 

 

 
 

Rilievo, 1969, estroflessioni e acrilico su tavola, cm. 33x33 
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He also approached the Vanguards of the Zero Group in Dusseldorf in the late 60s, in the 

early 70s Alberto Zilocchi began to realize Reliefs, works characterized by raised parts on 

their surface, all of a strict and exclusive acrylic matte white colour, on wooden supports 

often squares as individual works, or designed in series, creating a three-dimensional 

representation of the space formed by raised lines forming light and shade, lines that 

Zilocchi sometimes called cuts. 

According to the critic Umbro Apollonio: "Zilocchi makes certain relationships effective 

and he does so with radical simplicity. The raised surfaces, with just a little shade, do not 

affect the underlying surface, but they highlight it giving it that sense of open space and 

quiet, where the movements are so delicate as to be almost imperceptible. And it is 

precisely in this impulse, between culture and intellectual, that the structural situation of 

Zilocchi is formed". 

As featured in the 1991 catalogue of the Maria Cernuschi Ghiringhelli collection at the 

Museum of Contemporary Art Villa Croce in Genoa, "Zilocchi, unlike other artists with 

which he shares research on monochrome teased out surfaces, like Bonalumi and Simeti, 

does not realize his Reliefs on the basis of serial iteration of a form, but based on a 

graphic scheme where the changes in signs, otherwise inclined with respect to a vertical 

central axis, constitute the same variable functions of measuring the surface". 

 

 
Rilievo, 1969, extroflections and acrylic on board, cm. 33x33 

Thanks to his frequent exhibitions throughout Europe, the artistic development of Alberto 

Zilocchi leads him to embrace the North European Conceptual Concrete Constructivist 
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Art Movement in the 80s, becoming an active member of the International Center for 
the Study of Constructive Art. Zilocchi, in fact, declares that in those years: "... My 

interest right now is focused more on the rather vague field of Concrete and Conceptual 

Art, where the creative process is at least as important as the final aesthetic result...". 

Again in the aforementioned review of the Ghiringhelli collection "... embracing the 

Concrete Movement is the key to understanding the most recent production of the artistic 

life of Zilocchi after Reliefs, when taking the cue from a rigid geometric structure, he 

introduces the pattern of variation elements left to chance in a counterpoint between rules 

and disorder in which the serialisation is a way to highlight the gap between rules and its 

consequences on the field of vision.  

The meshes with which Zilocchi creates his frames follow constant organising principles, 

but their frequency is related to a limited number of random choices.  

In some cases the sign is magnified as if it were a detail from another work, in others, it 

becomes more subtle, almost a topographical dot which in turn creates another image (a 

blotch) ... ". 

 

  
Linee, 1982, nib Graphos Rotring and ink on canvas with white acrylic applied on wood, cm. 30x30 each 

 

The artistic career of Alberto Zilocchi with extensions in various fields, such as that of the 

decorative setting for the Donizetti Theatre in Bergamo in the early 60s, saw him as the 

protagonist in more than 100 solo and group exhibitions in Italy and in most of Northern 

Europe between 1957 and 1990.  
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Art Movement in the 80s, becoming an active member of the International Center for 
the Study of Constructive Art. Zilocchi, in fact, declares that in those years: "... My 

interest right now is focused more on the rather vague field of Concrete and Conceptual 

Art, where the creative process is at least as important as the final aesthetic result...". 

Again in the aforementioned review of the Ghiringhelli collection "... embracing the 

Concrete Movement is the key to understanding the most recent production of the artistic 

life of Zilocchi after Reliefs, when taking the cue from a rigid geometric structure, he 

introduces the pattern of variation elements left to chance in a counterpoint between rules 

and disorder in which the serialisation is a way to highlight the gap between rules and its 

consequences on the field of vision.  

The meshes with which Zilocchi creates his frames follow constant organising principles, 

but their frequency is related to a limited number of random choices.  

In some cases the sign is magnified as if it were a detail from another work, in others, it 

becomes more subtle, almost a topographical dot which in turn creates another image (a 

blotch) ... ". 

 

  
Linee, 1982, nib Graphos Rotring and ink on canvas with white acrylic applied on wood, cm. 30x30 each 

 

The artistic career of Alberto Zilocchi with extensions in various fields, such as that of the 

decorative setting for the Donizetti Theatre in Bergamo in the early 60s, saw him as the 

protagonist in more than 100 solo and group exhibitions in Italy and in most of Northern 

Europe between 1957 and 1990.  
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Some reflection on the artistic work of Alberto Zilocchi 
By Tiziana Fumagalli (*) 

The primitive rivalry between the authentic purity of thought and the artistic vision as 

opposed to the necessary physicality of its technical implementation, to the materiality of 

the instrument that gives shape to the idea and which is often seen as an insurmountable 

limit, never found space and place in the work of Alberto Zilocchi. 

Form and content coexist harmoniously motivating each other and, in their continuous 

progress, determine and enrich the outcome with their interaction. 

The tools and graphic-pictorial techniques that Alberto used in relation to his formal 

objectives are almost obliged, they mutate and shape the meaning and increase its 

poignancy; they are used with great skill and practical competence giving a complete form 

to his ideas. 

The final choice of white as a leitmotif, exactly as in a musical harmony, is the backdrop to 

the grey projection of shadows that arise from the reliefs and excavations or support the 

interference of the black mark of broken lines that create rhythmic figures and create visual 

chords offset by spaces and pauses.  

The absence of colour should not be misleading; Alberto, in his commitment as a teacher, 

used painting and colours with mastery, but in his work as an artist, he deliberately 

concentrated the whole essence of light in the pure addition that flows into that white that 

contains all colours. An attempt, well managed, to break free of the ballast of colouring 

matter to enter into a dialogue with the world of physics and chemistry of the elements that 

he knew so well. 

The additive synthesis of the primary colours of light, allowed him to remain faithful to his 

choice of essential simplicity that is never banal and reductive and gives his works that 

complex richness that is neither complicated nor obscure.  

Similar, in literature, the first of the American Lessons, the Lightness of Alberto Zilocchi is 

always associated with determination and precision with the aim to remove weight from 

the artwork structures just as Italo Calvino suggested doing with writing.   The artistic 

research of Lightness proceeded hand in hand with his anthropological need to 

understand the complexity of the world through the careful study of history (which he loved 

so much) as the key to the reading and understanding of the phenomena of art; his 

aesthetic investigation coincided with a constant personal attempt to remove weight from 

living increasingly developing poetic expression. 
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indagine estetica coincideva con un personale costante tentativo di togliere peso al vivere 

dando sempre più corpo all'espressione poetica. 

Al pari di artisti suoi contemporanei Alberto costruisce le sue opere libere da ogni 

imitazione e dà loro un'impronta di tipo geometrico che riesce ad evitare la rigidità tipica di 

molta Arte Concreta senza cedere alla tentazione di soluzioni ad effetto nelle serie a rilievo 

ed a seduzioni di tipo artificiosamente cinetico nei lavori a tratteggio. 

Nei quadri a rilievo si distinguono due soluzioni: "a togliere" e "a mettere". 

La pialla che scava le tavole di legno cerca una profondità che sappia creare effetti 

d'ombra che si fermano sulla soglia del buio, ma che non la oltrepassano mai; il risultato è 

una profondità morbida ed i grigi delle parti non illuminate assumono vibranti sfumature 

lievemente colorate dall'atmosfera dell'ambiente circostante.  

I tagli che incidono il multistrato permettono, invece, di sollevarne i fogli superficiali e 

spessorarli con sottili cunei di legno e carte.  L'effetto netto dei rilievi sfrutta l'illuminazione 

circostante per proiettare ombre proprie e portate che si allungano e si accorciano 

interagendo naturalmente con le entità di luogo, spazio e tempo in un lento movimento 

raffinato. 

L'abbinamento seriale delle tavole, solitamente a tre, propone l'opportunità di variazioni a 

confronto che accentuano il dinamismo dell'opera complessiva. 

La raffinatezza dei Rilievi che Alberto Zilocchi stuccava, levigava con carte abrasive 

finissime e dipingeva con estrema cura, rappresenta e rivela i tratti più sottili e nobili del 

suo carattere e della sua personalità: la naturale signorilità del suo parlare, la sua 

sensibilità, i suoi modi galanti e premurosi. 

 
(1977) 
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Like his contemporaries, Alberto creates his works free from any imitation and gives them 

an imprint of the geometric type that is able to avoid the rigidity of a lot of Concrete Art 

without giving in to the temptations of solutions of effect in the relief series and artificially 

kinetic type seductions in the line works. 

In relief works, two solutions are adopted: "to remove" and "to add". 

The plane that digs into the wooden boards searches for a depth that can create shadow 

effects that stop at the threshold of darkness, but that never go beyond it; the result is a 

soft depth, and the grey of the unlit parts assumes vibrant shades which are slightly 

coloured by the atmosphere of the surroundings.  

The cuts on plywood allow to raise the surface sheets and thicken them with thin wooden 

wedges and cards.  The net effect of the reliefs uses the surrounding lighting to cast its 

own sharp shadows that protract and contract naturally interacting with the extent of the 

place, space and time in a refined slow motion. 

The serial combination of the boards, usually three, offers the opportunity to compare 

variations that enhance the dynamism of the overall work. 

The refined elegance of the Reliefs that Alberto Zilocchi decorated with stucco, smoothed 

with fine sandpaper and painted with great care, represents and reveals the fine and noble 

features of his character and personality: the natural elegance of his speech, his 

sensitivity, and his gallant and caring ways. 

 

 

 

 

(1977) 
9 

 

Lines and Dashes have another story. 

The need to put some order in his life and in his world could not pass through rigid and 

formal processes, but disorganisation was not something that Alberto appreciated; 

monotony and convention did not belong to him, but the creativity which sometimes 

exploded in sudden and brilliant gestures, outbursts that were surprising and bewildering, 

soon fell under his vigilant monitoring to flow into new ideas and creative impulses. 

It is in a spirit of continuous curious research, which cover the headstrong, tireless work of 

the lines, which prove that you can be free in life and in artistic work without sacrificing the 

rigour and order, provided that they are a source of new ideas and of amazement. 

Today, just like thirty years ago, it seems quite incredible to be able to succeed in drawing 

thin, medium or large, smooth and clean lines, interrupting the hand pressure on a precise 

point, repeating the gesture with pinpoint accuracy on two, three, four or more lines and 

hundreds of times, keeping control of two sliding square rulers and holding an instrument 

with Graphos Rotring nibs with external cartridge and tips with variable thicknesses. The 

width of the inked line is of remarkable precision, but what makes it so sensitive and 

vibrant? What brings these lines close to the ancient art of calligraphy fully acquitting the 

relevance of its etymology, which includes the Greek term, "beauty"? 

The habit of comparing order with disorder leads to an underestimation of the possible 

variants, which, especially in art, are a real treasure, and a source of great interest. Alberto 

has developed a system of organization of space (or rather, of the field, intended as a 

delimited space, structured and internally governed by pre-established laws) that would 

allow him to apply a rule avoiding the obvious repetition.   

Therefore we are not talking about order and disorder, but, rather, of logical and random 

order, where the random order is to define a generic rule deliberately hindered by random 

type options and actions.  The artist decides the size of the space, the nature of the 

support (paper, or, more often, a wooden panel grouted, smoothed and painted) and the 

tool to be  used, making his choice from an influence that may supply a sufficient number 

of variants, using, for example, the launch of a dice, or the drawing of lots "because 

chance has much more imagination than us" he said.   The state of the lines obtained 

through the choice, the definition and application of a rule that rigorously guides the 

arrangement is subverted by the interference of an element chosen by the artist, but that 

produces results that are not entirely controllable and, therefore, unpredictable.  
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If the mind tends to replicate and reproduce what is known and what it has experienced, 

the Artist allows chance to assist and guide the hand; leaving room for the unexpected that 

makes the work original and unusual. 

The irregularity of the result, within a highly orderly context, the accuracy of the graphic 

design, the black ink intended as brief abduction of brightness and colour on a bright white 

background, the structure torn by sudden perceptual holes, make the eyes jump to the 

texture of the surface producing a startling and alienating effect typical of great poetry.    

The texture, obtained by the entire arrangement of signs, suggests the rule that 

establishes the structure, but the eye immediately senses the presence of an abnormality 

which determines the real creative value.  

 

 

(1981) 

 

The amazement that only art can generate is renewed, and the artwork of Alberto Zilocchi 

reveals its author's acute intelligence, intuition, insight and his elegant modernity. 
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(1979) 

“Da sempre ho usato come mezzo espressivo quello che tradizionalmente viene chiamato 
basso-rilievo: da una superficie, generalmente quadrata, faccio nascere dei rilievi che 
creano dei pieni e dei vuoti ordinati secondo un sistema numerico.  
Pieni e vuoti sono usati non in funzione decorativa ma costruttiva, per creare cioè una 
contrapposizione di forme che nascono da una superficie a dettare uno spazio.  
Lo spessore del rilievo è “sfumato” da un massimo di alcuni millimetri a zero; si generano 
così due tipi di spazio: uno che algebricamente posso chiamare positivo,  bloccato e 
concluso, l’altro a livello zero, aperto, non definito.  
I rilievi sono inclinati di trenta gradi o di sessanta rispetto ai lati della superficie su cui 
agisco per accentuare la dinamicità dello spazio che suggerisco, il taglio, il normale mezzo 
con cui intervengo sulla superficie non è ferita, lacerazione, operazione fisica, ma calcolo, 
misura, autocontrollo: è il rifiuto di ogni esperienza istintuale.  
La superficie animata dal rilievo viene coperta da uno strato di bianco non riflettente. La 
scelta dell’acromia corrisponde prima di tutto ad un bisogno di rendere più dinamico lo 
spazio definito dalle mie strutture attraverso l’azione mutevole della luce, ma anche di 
negare attraverso il rifiuto del colore e la neutralizzazione della materia ogni funzione 
edonistica all’operazione visuale.” 
 

Alberto Zilocchi 
 

Dal pieghevole Mostra “Plus – Minus” – Southampton – Gran Bretagna – 1976) 

12 
 

 

(1979) 

 

"I have always been driven by the desire to express myself through low reliefs: reliefs  on 
boards  based on complex mathematical formulas creating solids and voids.  
Solids and voids not meant to represent decorative but constructive purposes, creating a 
contrast of forms from a surface to space.  
The rigid frames fade from a maximum of a few millimetres until it reaches zero, where a 
dual space stands out, based on a complex mathematical formula and the other open 
undefined formula reaches zero.  
The reliefs are inclined by thirty or sixty degrees against the surface edge on which I 
operate to highlight the dynamic space, the incision; the standard means by which I 
operate on the surface is not a cut, a laceration, a physical operation, but calculation, size, 
self-control: it is the negation of all instinctual experience.  
The animated relief surface is covered with a non-reflective white layer. The colour is 
chosen for a more dynamic space depicted by my structures through the changing play of 
light; the hedonistic view is left out by not using colours and by neutralizing matter ." 
 

Alberto Zilocchi 

 
“Plus – Minus” exhibition leaflet – Southampton – Great Britain – 1976) 
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RILIEVI 
 

 
Rilievo, 1973, extroflections and acrylic on board, cm. 100x100 

(Signed on the back: AZilocchi, both in capitals, which in italics, pen) 
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Rilievo, 1973, extroflections and acrylic on board, cm. 100x100 

(Signed on the back: AZilocchi, both in capitals, which in italics, pen) 
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Rilievo, 1974, estroflessioni e acrilico su tavola, cm. 100x100 

(Firmato sul retro: AZilocchi, sia in stampatello maiuscolo, che in corsivo, a penna) 
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Rilievo, 1974, extroflections and acrylic on board, cm. 100x100 

(Signed on the back: AZilocchi, both in capitals, which in italics, pen) 
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Rilievo, 1974, extroflections and acrylic on board, cm. 50X50 

(Signed on the back: Zilocchi in felt pen italics) 
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Rilievo, 1974, extroflections and acrylic on board, cm. 50X50 

(Signed on the back: Zilocchi in felt pen italics) 
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Rilievo, 1974, extroflections and acrylic on board, cm. 50X50 

(Signed on the back: Zilocchi in felt pen italics) 
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Rilievo, 1974, extroflections and acrylic on board, cm. 50X50 

(Signed on the back: Zilocchi in felt pen italics) 
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Rilievo, 1977, extroflections and acrylic on board, cm. 50X50 

(Signed on the back: Zilocchi in felt pen cursive letters with H4 and number 6) 
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Rilievo, 1977, extroflections and acrylic on board, cm. 50X50 

(Signed on the back: Zilocchi in felt pen cursive letters with H4 and number 6) 
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Rilievo, 1977, extroflections and acrylic on board, cm. 50X37 

(Signed on the back: Zilocchi in italics in marker with initials H4 and twice circled 5) 
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Rilievo, 1977, extroflections and acrylic on board, cm. 50X37 

(Signed on the back: Zilocchi in italics in marker with initials H4 and twice circled 5) 
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LINEE 
 

 

 

Linee, 1980, pennino Graphos Rotring e inchiostro su tela ad acrilico bianco  

applicata su tavola, cm. 80x80 

(Firmato sul retro: Zilocchi a matita in corsivo) 

 

 

 

 

25 
 

ON CANVAS 
 

 

Linee, 1980 - Graphos Rotring nib and ink on canvas with white acrylic applied on wood, 

cm. 80x80 

(Signed on the back: Zilocchi with pencil in italics) 

 

 

 25 
 

LINEE 
ON CANVAS 

 

 

Linee, 1980 - Graphos Rotring nib and ink on canvas with white acrylic applied on wood, 

cm. 80x80 

(Signed on the back: Zilocchi with pencil in italics) 
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Linee, 1980 - Graphos Rotring nib and ink on canvas with white acrylic applied on wood, 

cm. 80x80 

(Signed on the back: Zilocchi with pencil in italics) 
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Linee, 1980, pennino Graphos Rotring e inchiostro su tela ad acrilico bianco  

applicata su tavola, cm. 80x80 

(Firmato sul retro: Zilocchi a matita in corsivo) 
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Linee, 1980 - Graphos Rotring nib and ink on canvas with white acrylic applied on wood, 

cm. 80x80 

(Signed on the back: Zilocchi with pencil in italics) 
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(Signed on the back: Zilocchi with pencil in italics) 
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N. 6 Linee, 1982, pennino Graphos Rotring e inchiostro su tela ad acrilico bianco  

applicata su tavola, cm. 30x30 ognuna 

(Firmato sul retro: Zilocchi a penna in corsivo) 

 

 

 

29 
 

  

  

  

No. 2 series of Linee, 1982 Graphos  Rotring nib and ink on canvas with white acrylic 

applied on wood, cm. 30x30 each 

(Signed on the back: Zilocchi with pen in italic) 
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No. 2 series of Linee, 1982 Graphos  Rotring nib and ink on canvas with white acrylic 

applied on wood, cm. 30x30 each 

(Signed on the back: Zilocchi with pen in italic) 
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ON PAPER 
 

 

 

Lines, 80s, ink on paper, cm. 72,5x70,5, with plexiglass frame 

 

 

 

 

31 
 

LINEE 
ON PAPER 

 

 

 

Lines, 80s, ink on paper, cm. 72,5x70,5, with plexiglass frame 
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Rilievo, 1976, estroflessioni e acrilico su tavola, cm. 33x3 

(Firmato sul retro: Zilocchi in corsivo a pennarello con sigla H3) 
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Lines, 80s, ink on paper, cm. 72,5x70,5, with plexiglass frame 
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Lines, 80s, ink on paper, cm. 72,5x70,5, with plexiglass frame 
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Lines, 80s, ink on paper, cm. 70x75, with plexiglass frame 
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Lines, 80s, ink on paper, cm. 70x75, with plexiglass frame 
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Lines, 80s, ink on paper, cm.30x99,8, with plexiglass frame 
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Lines, 80s, ink on paper, cm.30x99,8, with plexiglass frame 
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into the unique setting in plexiglass 
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61 
 

1975 
Galleria Method, Bergamo - Italy 
Graphotheck, Berlino - Germany 
Galerie Szepan, Gelsenkirchen - Germany 
Museum Gelsenkirchen, Gelsenkirchen - Germany 
29 SALON DES REALITES NOUVELLES, Parigi - France 
INCO Arte, Roma - Italy 
Arte Fiera, Bologna - Italy 
 
1976 
Civic Art Gallery, Southampton - Great Britain 
Galleria Lorenzelli, Bergamo - Italy 
I.C.A., Antwerp - Belgium - Italy 
Galerie Beckmann,  Hamburg - Germany 
I.A.F.K.G., Dusseldorf - Germany 
Gardener Center Gallery, Sussex - Great Britain 
Kunstverein Wolfsburg, Wolfsburg - Germany 
Regent St. Polytechnic, London - Great Britain 
 
1977 
Galleria Eco, Finale Ligure (SV) - Italy 
Stedelijk Museum, Schiedam - Holland 
Museo Civico, Varese - Italy 
Casa del Mantegna, Mantova - Italy 
 
1978 
Galleria della Piazza, Varese - Italy 
Amos Andersen Art Museum, Helsinki - Finland 
Kemi Art Museum, Kemi - Finland 
Tampere Art Museum, Tampere - Finland 
Konstnarshuset, Stockholm - Sweden 
 
1979 
Norrkoping Museum, Norrkoping - Sveden 
Galerie F15, Moss - Norway 
Galerie Fim, Reykjavik - Iceland 
Firs Stifts Kunstmuseum, Odense - Denmark 
Galleria del Portello, Genova - Italy 
Galerie Beckmann, Hamburg - Germany 
Museum Contemporary Art, Zagabria - Yugoslavia 
 
1980 
Galleria Arte Centro, Milano - Italy 
Galleria Tommaseo, Trieste - Italy 
Galleria Merz, Linz - Austria 
Galerie Zapiecek, Warszawa - Poland 
Polytechnic of Central London, University of Westminster, London - Great Britain 
Schmidt Bank Gallery, Nurnberg Germany 
Kunsthaus  Hamburg -Germany 
Museum Moderner MUMOK, Wien - Austria 
Schloss Burgberg, Burgberg - Austria 
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Alberto Zilocchi - Exhibitions 
 

1954 
PremioTrescore, Trescore - Italy 
 
1955 
Collezione De Lej, Anversa - Belgium 
 
1957 
Galleria della Torre, Bergamo 
Esposizione collettiva al Bar Jamaica, Brera, Milano - Italy 
 
1958 
Fondation De Ley, Antwerp - Belgium 
Premio Dalmine, Dalmine - Italy 
 
1959 
Galleria Bergamo, Bergamo - Italy 
Galleria del Prisma, Bergamo - Italy 
Premio San Fedele, Milano - Italy 
Galleria Azimut, Milano - Italy 
 
1960 
Galleria della Torre, Bergamo - Italy 
 
1962 
Galleria Permanente, Bergamo - Italy 
I.C.A, Antwerp - Belgium 
 
1963 
Galleria del Prisma, Milano - Italy 
Galleria Lorenzelli, Bergano - Italy 
 
1973 
Galleria Il Punto, Calice Ligure (SV) - Italy 
Galleria Il Punto, Torino - Italy 
Galleria Beniamino, San Remo (IM) - Italy 
Galleria Centro, Calice Ligure (SV) - Italy 
Galerie am Schonwasserpark, Dusseldorf - Germany 

1974 
Galleria dei Mille, Bergamo - Italy 
Riverale Gallery, Hiroshima - Japan 
Galerie Simon Boudet, Toulouse - France 
X BIENNALE INTERNAZIONALE, Mentone - France 
Galerie Altes Rathaus, Ludensheid - Germany 
Modern Art Gallery, Anversa - Belgium 
Hamburg - Haus, Hamburg - Germany 
C.I.E.A.C, Dusseldorf - Germany 
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Immagini da ARTE FIERA Bologna 2016 – 40a Edizione 

SPAZIO TESTONI – SOLO SHOW 

ALBERTO ZILOCCHI 
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1981 
Art Research Center, Kansas City - USA 
Galerie Seestrasse, Rapperswil - Switzerland 
Palazzo Reale; Teatro del Falcone, Genova - Italy 
Centro Culturale l’Officina, Trieste - Italy 
Chiesa storica, San Martino di Lupari (PD) -Italy 
Kunsthalle, Winterthur - Switzerland 
Villa Malpensa, Lugano - Switzerland 
Galerie Seestrasse, Rapperswil - Switzerland 
 
1982 
Schloss Buchberg, Buchberg - Austria 
Polytechnic of Central London, University of Westminster, London - Great Britain 
Kunststation Kleinsassen, Fulda - Germany 
Villa Malpensa, Lugano - Switzerland 
Stadtmuseum, Graz - Austria 
 
1983 
Galleria Lorenzelli, Bergamo - Italy 
Kemi Art Museum, Kemi - Finland 
 
1984 
Kunsthaus, Bielefeld - Germany 
Galerie Centrum, Bonn - Germany 
Galerie Seestrasse, Rapperswill - Switzerland 
 
1985 
Exhibition Space, London - Great Britain 
Kunststation Kleinsassen, Fulda - Germany 
 
1987 
New Gallery, Fulda - Germany 
Galerie Zapiecek, Warszawa - Poland 
 
1988 
Exhibition Space, London - Great Britain 
Galerie Seestrasse, Rapperswil - Switzerland 
 
1989 
Kunst International, Fulda - Germany 
 
1990 
Galerie Deslujis, Schiedam - Holland 
Galerie L’idèe, Zoetermeer - Holland 
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40° ARTE FIERA Bologna 2016 – ITALY 
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ALBERTO ZILOCCHI 
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LINEE 
 

 

 

Linee, 1980, pennino Graphos Rotring e inchiostro su tela ad acrilico bianco  

applicata su tavola, cm. 80x80 

(Firmato sul retro: Zilocchi a matita in corsivo) 

 

 

 

 

ALBERTO ZILOCCHI

SPAZIO TESTONI
Bologna Via D’Azeglio 50

www.spaziotestoni.it
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Galleria SPAZIO TESTONI Bologna 

ON PAPER 
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Alberto Zilocchi’s wall for On Paper exhibition 
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Alberto Zilocchi’s wall for On Paper exhibition 
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